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Given a sample graph H and two integers, n and r, we colour K,, by r colours and are interest- 
ed in the following problem. 
Which colourings of the subgraphs isomorphic to H in K,~ must always occur (and which types 
of colourings can occur when K, is coloured in an appropriate way)? 
These types of problems include the Ramsey theory, where we ask : for which n and r must 
a monochromatic H occur. They also include the anti-Ramsey t pe problems, where we ar trying 
to ensure a totally multicoloured copy of H, that is, an H each edge of which has different colour. 
Notat ion  
We shall consider only simple graphs, that is, graphs without loops and mul- 
tiple edges. Given a graph G, V(G) resp. v(G) will denote the vertex set and the number 
of  vertices of  G, respectively. We shall also use superscripts to indicate the number of  
vertices: G", S", ... will always be graphs on n vertices. Given two disjoint sets of  
vertices, X and Y in V(G), e(X, Y) will denote the number of  edges joining them. 
K,,, P,, and Cm will denote the complete graph, the palh and the cycle on m vertices. 
N(x) and d(x) denote the set of  vertices joined to x and the degree of  x, respectively. 
I f  A is a set of  vertices and edges of  a graph G, G-A  will denote the graph obtained 
by deleting the edges of  A, the vertices of  A and the edges incident to vertices in A, 
from G. I f  A= {a} is just one vertex or one edge, we shall use the notation G-a  
instead of  G-  {a}. 
Introduct ion 
In Section 1 we determine the anti-Ramsey numbers fol paths. In the paper 
Erd6s--S imonovits- -T .  Sds [6] the following type of problems were investigated: 
For  given n and H determine the maximum integer r=f(n, H) for which 
there exists a colouring of  K, by r colours without having a copy of  H in K,, all the 
edges of  which have different colours. A copy of  a graph H each edge of which is of  a 
different colour will be called totally multicoloured, shortly: TMC. While in Ramsey 
type problems we try to ensure a monochromatic copy of  a sample graph H by using 
AMS subject classification (1980): 05 C 35, 05 C 55; 05 C 38 
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only a small number of colours, here we use many colours to ensure a TMC copy of 
H. Therefore these problems will be called anti-Ramsey problems. 
We have seen in [6] that anti-Ramsey problems are very strongly connected to 
Turdn type extrernal graph problems: 
Given a family £o of forbidden graphs, determine the maximum number of 
edges a graph G" can have without containing members of £P, as subgraphs. Let us 
denote this maximum by ex (n, ~'). As Erd6s and Simonovits [5] proved, if p+l  
denotes the mininqum chromatic number in £a then 
(l) ex (n, ~') = {1 -11  ( 2 } + o(n"). 
(They have also described the asymptotical structure of the extremal graphs, that is, 
of the graphs S n attaining the maximum Erd6s, [3], Simonovits [8].)We can see from 
(1) that 
(2) cx(n, ca)= o(n") iff £0 contains a bipartite graph L. 
The connection between anti-Ramsey problems and Tur~in type extremal 
problems is so close that we have 
Theorem A (Theorem 2 of [6]). Let ,~= {H-e :  e is an edge of H}. Then 
(3) f(n, H)-ex(n,.:gg?) = o(n2), as n ~ ¢o. | 
Theorem A yields an asymptotically sharp estinaate on f(n, H) if H-e  is 
always at least 3-chromatic, while e runs through the edges of H. However, the situa- 
tion gets much more complex when there is an edge e0 in H for which H-eo  is bi- 
partite. The first interesting cases are when H is a path or a cycle. In Theorem B 
f(n; Pk) is determined for n>n,(k); f (n;CO is still unsettled for k=>5. (See the 
conjecture in Section 3.) 
Theorem B. There exists a constant c such that i/- t~5, n>ct", then./'or e=0, 1 
('I') (4) f(n, P2,+a+~) = , l -  + I +~.. 
The extremal colouring is the following: Let a~, ..., a,, b~, ..., b,-t be the 
vertices of K,,. Colour all the edges represented by the a,'s differently, bY{2 J+t (n - t )  
colours, and colour all the pairs (b~, b j) by still another colour. In this colouring of 
K, we shall not find TMC copies of Pa+z+~- The longest TMC path will be a P~.t+,a. 
If we colour the edges between the b~'s by two colours, the longest TMC path will be 
a eRtq-a. 
Remark 1. In fact we can prove the stronger theorem that (4) holds if n =>(5/2)t+ c 
with an absolute constant c and for every t. Further, for t>t0, 
k 2 +1 if k =< n--:- 2 ' 
(') f (n 'Pk )= I (tH- l )  5t+3+4~ 
tn-- +l+e if n => 
2 2 
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The omitted part of this more complete result can be proven by similar arguments as 
used in Theorem B but is more involved and rather lengthy. We have conjectured in
ESS that (*) holds for all n and t. 
Remark 2. By the well known theorem of Erd6s and Gallai 
k -2  
(5) ex (n, Pk) = T 17. 
This is sharp: take the union of vertex disjoint Kk_~'s if n is divisible by k -1 .  (The 
results of Faudree and Schelp [7] refine this in the case when k -  1 ~'n.) It is easy to 
see that (5) implies 
(6) 
and 
(7) f (n,  P~t+4) :~ (t+ l)n. 
Fix an arbitrary r-colouring of the edges of K~ and select an edge of each colour in an 
arbitrary way. These edges will form a graph G" not containing any Pk if the colouring 
contains no TMC Pk. 
It is also worth noticing that ex (n, P2,+4)-ex(n, P2,+3)=n/2, while 
f(n,  P2t+4) --f(n, P2t+a) = O(1). 
In Section 2 we consider the following general problem containing Ramsey and 
anti-Ramsey type problems as well. 
The H o spectra of colourings. Given a graph HcK, ,  and an r-colouring 
~Pr: E (K , )~ {1, 2, ..., r} let c(H; 9,) denote the number of colours in H. For a 
graph H0 we define the spectrum as 
S(H0; n, rpr ) := {iln "-~ H o, c(H; cp) = i}. 
The general problem is to characterize those sets Sc  {1 .. . .  , r} for which there 
exists an r-colouring ~p, such that S(H0; n, q~r)=S. 
Of course, the description of these sets S in terms of n, r and H0 is generally 
very difficult. 
Here we shall mostly restrict our considerations to the simplest case, when 
H=K3. Theorem C shows that even in this simple case quite a lot diffment surprising 
phenomena can be found. 
In a recent paper of F. K. Chung and R. L. Graham [2] the following special 
case of this problem is considered: let f (p ;  r) be the largest value of n such that it is 
possible to colour the edges of K,, so that every Kp c= 1(,, has exactly p - 1 different 
colours. They determine f(3,  r) and f(4, r). 
1. Proof of Theorem B 
We shall use the following results of Erd6s and Gallai [4], (see above): 
Erd~s--Gallai theorem on paths, ex (n, Ph)~h~-~ 2 n. II 
£ 
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Erdgs---Gallai theorem on cycles. I f  C, is the longest cycle in G m, then 
r (m-  1) 
e(6") < 1 = 2 
In the proof we shall restrict ourself to the case t=>5. The case t~_4 can be 
proved by similar arguments but need to distinguish more cases. 
The proof will be in the following setup. First we take a TMC path Ps of 
maximum length. Then we choose one edge from each remaining colour so that the 
number of edges joining P~ to the remaining n -s  vertices be the maximum possible. 
Let us denote by G" the graph spanned by these edges, by G ~ the subgraph spanned by 
P~ and let Gq=G"-G ~. Let us partition V(G q) into the sets U, Vand W as follows: 
U is the set of vertices of G q not joined to P~ at all : neither by edges nor by 
paths. 
V is the set of Ls'olated vertices of G q joined to P~ by edges; 
w = V(Gq) - U -  V. 
G(U), G(V) and G(W) denote the corresponding induced subgraphs, Ev, 
Ew the number of edges in G(U) and G(W), Fv and F w the number Of edges joining 
V and W to P~. (See Figure 1.) E,=e(G r) 
Fig. 1 
Let x denote the maximum number of edges joining a vertex of VU W to P,. 
Lemma 1. Using the above notation, 
(a) G(U) containsno PLfor I=I-~-J-- 1. 
< I  
(b) Ev=-~[@I ,U  ,. 
_ s+ l  
(c) Ew + rw <---5-- [W I. 
Proof. Assume that Pr iG(U) and join its endvertex bl to the middle vertex ai of 
P,. Since the number of edges between P, and G q is maximum, the colour of (ba, ai) 
cannot occur in Pt- Similarly, it does not occur in one of the 2 segments of P~. Those 
[s+ l l  
yield a P[s+l]+,. Since t--7-/+t>s, this contradicts the maximality of P,, 
L~J  
proving (a). The Erd6s--Gallai theorem implies (b). 
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To prove (c) take a component  H of G(W) and denote by r its longest cycle. 
I fH  contains no cycles, write r=2.  For  each vertex u o fH  a P, cH  can be found 
starting f lora it. Hence, if P~=a~ .. . . .  a~, then a~ . . . . .  a, and a~ . . . .  , a~_,+~ cannot 
be joined to u: otherwise a TMC P~+~C=G", contradicting the maximality of P~. 
Take three consecutive vertices {ai, ai+a, a~+,,}. Again, by the maximality of P~, 
lhere are no two independent edges between a;, a;+ ~, a~+~ and H. Hence for h = v (H) 
there are at most 
rh - r  s -2 r+2 s+l  
- -+h - -  ~ - -h  
2 3 3 
edges between H and P.~. Adding this up we get (c). II 
Lemma 2. x~I~l~t  (where x denotes the maxin,un, number of edges joining 
some vertex of  VU I,V to P.~). 
Proof. Let wE VLI W be joined to P~=fa~ . . . . .  a0 by x edges. Because of the maxi- 
reality of  s, (w, az), (w, a,~) and (a,, a0 do not belong to G", unless x=0.  Adding 
(a~, as) to G" we must have an edge (a,,, a,,,+~) of the same colour. Otherwise the cycle 
P,+(al, a~) and an edgef jo in ing  VU W to G ~ would form a TMC P~.~, (It is easy 
to ensure that the colours o f f  and (a,, a.0 be different. ) Clearly (a~, a~) and (a,,,, a=+~) 
are equivalent: w is not joined to a,, and a,,+a either. 
Since w is not joined to consecutive a~'s and it is not joined to a~, a,, a,,,, am+a, 
r + .~l l  
therefore xgiST--7-~-aI~t. (This holds even if some of the4  vertices at, a,,a,,and IZ I  
a,,_~ coincide, e.g. a~=a,,,.) 
~ a l  0' K,tt. 2 
Fig. 2 
Lemma 3. I f  a colouring o1" K,, contains a TMC cop); of  Kt, t+~ but does not contain 
a TMC P~t+3+e (~=0,1), then it is the following colouring: denote by Q the vertices 
of K,-K,,,+2, by Qr the smaller class of Kt, t~  and by Q" the other one. Then there 
are at most 1 + ~ colours between the edges of Q'. Let they be red (and blue). Then 
all the vertices of Q are joined to Q" be red (either by red or by blue). 
We get the most colours i f  all the edges between Q and Qt are different, they 
differ from all the other edges and we use exactly 1 + 5 colours h7 Q'. Then the number 
of colours is 
m- 2 +1 +~. II 
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The proof is trivial. 
Proof of Theorem B. We assume that t~-5 and n->_n,. Clearly, 
./(n, P--t+a+~) ~ Es+ Ev+ Fv+ Ew+ l"w. 
Using the estimates of the Lemmas 
{s'l t+ l  'U 2 t+ l  
f(,,, P._,,+:-_.+0 ~ [2 j +-- -T-  +x .  IVI +- -5 - - [w I .  
t + 1 1 2t+4 1 
Here 2 ~t -~-  and 3 ~t - -~- ,  
vertices of degree t. Then 
finally, x~:t. Let V*.C_ I/ denote the set of 
m-{t+l  }+l+e :-: f(n'P'a'+~ ~) ~ [~}+(t -1}  
Hence for n>c .  t'-' we get at least t+2 vertices b~, ..., b~C V* joined to the same t 
vertices of P~. By Lenama 3 the proof is completed. I 
2. On the Ka-spectra of colourings 
To describe the H-spectra of the colourings of K,, by r colours seems to be 
fairly involved. We make a few preliminary remarks on the cases H =Kp and H= ph. 
Trivially, if R(m, H) is the m-colour Ramsey number of H, that is, the maxi- 
mum N such that/£N can be coloured in m colours without having a monochromatic H,
then for n>R(r. H) the spectrum of every, r-colouring (p must contain 1. Simi- 
larly, if H contains v independent edges, then every r-colouring has an H of at least 
min (r, v) colours, assumed that n~v(H).  
In some of our investigations the following construction plays important role. 
The Split-Colouring. Take a K,, on the vertices aj . . . .  , a,,, split the vertex-set 
into two parts: 111 and V~, and use colour "1" for (ag, ai) if ai and aj belong to dif- 
ferent parts. Then split V1 into two parts: Vat and Va2, colour the edges between them 
by "2". Similarly, split I~ into Vat and V2~. and colour the edges between them by "3". 
Continue this, always splitting into nonempty parts and stop whenever a set contains 
only one element. Thus K, is coloured by n -  1 colours. An important subcase of this 
colouring is when (a~, a~) is coloured by "'rain (i, k)". 
It is easily seen that each Kp contains exactly p - 1 colours. It is also interesting 
to notice that no TMC cycle occurs in this construction. Add now j new vertices to 
the above construction, ba .. . . .  b:-, and colour all the edges (b~, al) and all the edges 
(b,, hi) by "1". Trivially, the Kp spectrum of this colouring is {p- j ,  ..., p- l} .  
Proposition. There is a constant R such that llf we colour K,, so that each Kp contains at 
P P most - f  coIours, then we used at most R +~ colours. 
Proof. In the proof" we use that f(n. P4)=O(1). 
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We know from Theorem B that for r>R every r-colouring of K, contains a
3-coloured P,. Choose [ -~]  further colours. The corresponding edges and P4 
P define a Kp coloured by at least -~+l  colours. | 
We intend to return to the investigation of the Kp-spectra nd more generally 
to H-spectra of colourings in another paper. Below we restrict our considerations to 
the simple case of K,~. 
Let Q (n) denote the inverse of the Ramsey-function R(m, Kp) i.e. the minimum 
number m of colours for which K, can be coloured in m colours without having a mo- 
nochromatic/£3. We have the following possibilities for the spectrum of a eolouring: 
S-- {1}, {2}, {3}, {1,2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {1, 2, 3}. We exclude the trivial cases S= {1} 
and S= {l, 2, 3}. 
Theorem C.  
Case I. S={2}. / f  l og~n~r~n-1 ,  one can colour K, by r colours so that 
each Ka contains exactly two colours. I f  r-<o(n) or r>'=n, no such colouring exists. 
Case H. S = {3}. There exists an r-colourhTg of  K, in which each K3 is 3-coloured ark  
(ff n~r -~[~ ~ ,vhere ~* = ~-  l i f  n is eve,~, l~* =n for  n odd, 
2 ' 
Case IlL S= {1, 2}. There exists an r-colouring ~p, of  K, with S(K3, ~p,) 
={i ,2} iff 2<=r<=n-1. 
Case IV. S={1, 3}. / f  2~=r<V~+ 1 and K, is r-coloured, there is ahvays 
a 2-coloured K3. This is sharp: for some constant c, i f  ~n + o( (n) -~r~ ( 2 ) - c  then 
there exists an r-colouring q~, o f  K,, with S(K3, ~p,)= {1, 3}? 
Case V. S= {2, 3}. There exists an r-colouring of  K, with S(Kz, ~0r)= {2, 3} 
["/-'. . s   .o,es oJ ,,,e i f  °~ (n)~r'~- __2 
R(m, K3). 
Proof. Case of  {2}. We use a construction obtained from the "split-colouring" when 
j=0 by identifying some colours. The easiest way to formulate our construction is
perhaps to represent the n vertices ax, ..., a, by the endvertices of a rooted binary 
tree. Each al corresponds to a 0--1 sequence (of length h(a~)). Colour (al, aj) by 
the colour k if the corresponding 0--1 sequences are the same upto the first k -1  
terms and differ in the k-th one. It is possible to choose the "code-sequences" (the 
rooted binary tree) so that r colours be used, if log~n~_r~=n - 1. One can easily 
cheek that each K3 is 2-coloured. If r< Q(n), then we must have a monochromatic 
Ks, if r~n,  we have a TMC K3. 
Case of  {3}. Let us partition the edges into n ~ edge-disjoint 1-factors and 
colour each of them by different colours. Clearly, each K3 is 3-coloured. This remains 
(nj x As a matter of fact, we know that the spectrum S= {1, 3} does not occur for 2 =c=r  
iff e=0,1  if n>4.  
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valid if we use for some (or for all) l-factors more than 1 colour, ensuring, however, 
that each colour occurs only in one 1-factor. Thus we may colour the edges of K, 
in exactly r colours, if n-- l  ~r= 2 " 
]f we use r<n* colours, then there exist two incident edges (a,b) and 
(a, c) of the same colour: (a, b, c) is ~2-coloured. 
Case of {1, 2}. The Split Colouring with n - r -1  b's has spectrum {1, 2}. 
Using n -1  or more colours we get a TMC /£3. 
Case of {1, 3}. (A) Take an arbitrary r-colouring of K,,. Fix a vertex x. 
We may assume that red is the colour used the most often to colour the edges 
(x, y). Assume that no 2-coloured K3 occurs. Then x and those neighbours y o fx  
l-or which (x, y) is red form a monochromatic (red) K,, for m=[~. l l+ l .  Takea 
red/~~ of maximum size. Then h_ ->[~l  l+  1. ] fw is a vertex not belonging to this 
Kh, no edge (w, y) (y~ V(Kh)) can be coloured in red: otherwise ither there were 
another vertex y'E V(Kh) for which (x, y') is not red and hence (y, y', w) would be 
2-coloured, or else all the edges (w, y') were red, contradicting to the maximality of 
K h. Thus the edges (x, y') cannot be red and all they must have different colours: 
I n -  1 1 
r -  1 -_> ]--7--" [ + 1. This proves that r => ]/n-F 1. 
(B) First let n=p ~' and p be a prime-power. Let the vertices of a graph G" 
be the points of thefinite a.lfineplane: the pairs (x, y) mod p. Let the colour of the 
y' -y  
edge ((x, y), (x', y')) be ~ unless x=x,  when we colour the edge by a colour 
"~" .  Thus we used p + 1 colours on n ~ vertices and no 2-coloured/(3 occurs. (The 
idea was that colouring the edges with the "slope" of the corresponding line we can 
use that given a point and a slope, the corresponding line is determined.) 
Observe that according to this construction the lower bound t/n+ I is the best 
possible if n=p ~ (where p is prime or a prime-power) and the error-term o(]/n) 
is needed only since we must approximate 1/~ by prime-powers. 
(C) Let n be now arbitrary and choose the least prime power p for which 
p~>=n. Put q=p2-n. We deletefrom the above construction qvertices from ] q ]  
I " '11  
lines coloured by "co". Thus all the remaining lines have roughly the same number of 
I " 1  
p- l~ l=p-o(p) .  Choose the lines el, ..., e,, so that the number of points, namely 
edges covered by them be at least r, while the number of edges covered by e~, ..., e,,_~ 
be less than r. Until now the edges on a line e~ were of the same colour. Now we 
replace them by different colours. This way we get a new graph each/(3 of which is 
still monochromatic or 3-chromatic. The number of colours may be larger than r, 
but then we may use the same colour in em-~ and e,,, the K3's remain still 1- 
or 3-chromatic. This way we may achieve that the number of colours be exactly r. 
If at least one line ej stays monochromatic, then the sprectrum is really {1,3}. Clearly, 
t X 
works, if ] /n+e] / -n<r<( l 'e ) [  n] and n>nu(e). this construction 
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(D) The following trivial construction works between [2 ) -candn+o(n) :  
Partition the n-element set S into the subsets A1, ..., Ak and colour each A~ either 
with colour " i"  or with IIA~I] different colours. Then give to each edge (x, y), xEAi, 
1,2)  
yEAs, ( i#j)  a colour which is used only for this edge. (The colours used for edges in 
different A~'s may be different and may also be the same.) One can easily see that the 
spectrum of this colouring is {1, 3}. 
Case of {2, 3}. Colour K, by r -  1 (0 (n) <_- r -  1 <= n-  2) colours without having 
monochromatic triangles. Clearly, there exists at least one 2-chromatic Ks on each 
vertex. This is exactly 2-chromatic. Change one K3 into 3-chromatic: we get that the 
spectrum of the r-colouring is {2, 3}. To cover the case n - l~r<(21we may use 
e.g. Case of {3}: change (in the colouring iven there) the colour of one edge to obtain 
a 2-chromatic K3 as well. This will not spoil all the 3-chromatic K3's. II 
Remark. In Theorem C all cases but S= {2} are sharp. 
The result in [2] in this setting means that for n=5 k/2 (ifk is even) k (=2 log5 n) 
is the least value of r for which an r-colouring q~ of K,, exists with S(Kz, ~o,)= {2}. 
Some further relevant results can also be found in [2]. 
Some open problems 
There are many different results on the spectra of colourings in r colours with 
respect to an H. Most of them immediately follow from some corresponding extremal 
graph theorems. The really interesting questions are which show some completely 
new phenomena, which e.g. do not follow relatively easily from Turin type extremal 
graph theorems. 
Some other problems we started investigating are connected with uniform 
colourings, where one uses each colour approximately for the same number of edges. 
Problem 1. Does there exist a constant c such that one can colour Kn uniformly in 
c. k. n colours without getting a TMC Ck ? 
Problem 2. What is the maximum number of colours i f  we cau colour the edges of K, 
usingeach colouratmost (1+o( I ) )~[2)  timeswithoutgettinga TMCcopy of H? 
More precisely, we assume that for a given function ~o(n) tending to 0 each 
colour is used at most byi0,,/', 
we are interested in its dependence on n. We may change the uniformity condition 
above to the weaker one that for a given constant K each colour is used at most 
K. [2} / r  times. 
The motivation of these problems is that in most of our anti-Ramsey theorems 
most of the colours are used only once, and a few colours very many times. One 
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would  l ike to know what  happens  i f  one excludes this unevenness.  We do not  know 
the answer even for  cycles: 
Problem 3. What is the maximum number g*(n, r, H)  o f  colours occuring at every 
r-colouring o f  K, in at least one copy o f  H;  what is' the minimum number g, (n ,  r, H )  
of  colours occuring in every r-colouring o/  K in at least on H? 
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